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Leadership needed 
on rates
The vast majority of cranes, aerial lifts
and telehandlers are rented rather than
purchased - by far the most efficient

way for users to source this specialist equipment. The problem is
that as most rentals are short term with no contracted duration it
leads to wild fluctuations in rates and availability that benefits no
one over the long term. 

Whatever the equipment, the rental cost as a percentage of a 
typical project is usually minimal. So any saving in the rental rate,
assuming of course that you are not being totally 'gouged', is 
completely insignificant when compared to the risk and disruption
that changing equipment supplier can cause. Far more costly are 
the extra delivery/collection and familiarisation costs along with
inevitable errors, not to mention the repeated off-hiring of equipment
when it is not needed for a few days. The few pounds saved on the
lifting equipment, quickly pales into insignificance compared to the
cost of keeping skilled tradesmen hanging around when there are not
enough lifts, or when the re-delivery of an off-hired machine is late. 

American contractors know this well and tend to agree a deal for all
the access equipment and most of the cranes for the duration of the
job, with rent paid monthly rather than weekly. Almost any study of
two similar projects built on different sides of the Atlantic, highlights
the significantly higher efficiency of our North American cousins. 
All too often the largest single factor is the better use of access
equipment in the USA. 

When times get tougher, more pressure is applied to rental 
companies, too many of which capitulate based on the anecdotal
information that someone else has undercut them. Try that line with
an airline or a car hirer, who while varying their 'walk-in' rates
according to demand and competition, maintain a strong discipline
tied into a specific yield strategy.

In the UK, a small number of companies in both the crane and 
powered access markets control a substantial portion of the total
fleet. Given that lack of finance is limits rapid expansion by upstarts,
if those largest companies set an example and led the market rather
than followed, rates are likely to retain some stability which if 
continued over the longer term will be better for hirer and user 
alike - not to mention the manufacturer.  

Mark Darwin
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